Visualization of sound fields on vibrating steel beam using linear microphone array
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Abstract: - This paper deals with real measurement results on simply supported steel beam producing sound field in short distance from the beam surface. Beam resonant frequencies can be calculated analytically, measured with classical piezoelectric transducers with information about acceleration on the beam, and also with microphone array and near-field acoustic holography calculation. The non-contact technique with microphone array measurement has many advantages in compare with classical measurement with accelerometers.
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1 Introduction
Analyses of vibrations of real structures are usually needed in technical diagnostics. Localization of sound sources and finding the position of impacting force which causes the vibrations of the structure is a difficult task, especially when this information is required quickly and has to be realistic, thus without any influence of measuring device upon the measured object.

The position information of nodes and antinodes are also very important information in modal analysis. From the distances of nodes, one can calculate resonant frequency of the beam (or any other structure) in real conditions.

2 Non-contact vibration analysis
Conventional modal analysis use classical vibration sensors – accelerometers. These sensors have significant influence on measured object due to their mass and also the procedure for evaluation of structural modes need more than one measurement point to obtain good results.

Non-contact vibration methods can avoid this disadvantage. Popular non-contact method for vibration analysis is Laser Doppler Vibrometry (LDV) using laser beam to measure position displacement of the point on the diagnosed surface. This method is very accurate, but the measurement setup is very expensive and time consuming, due to many points to measure. In compare with LDV there is another non-contact analysis method using array of microphones which measures acoustic pressure produced by vibrating surface. This method is faster in compare with LDV and provides more complex information about sound field above examined source. Its disadvantage is in less accuracy of analysing of surface vibration velocity. So it is often use for rough visualization of sound field near sources and its localization.

2.1 Acoustic holography
Above mentioned method using array of microphones is also called acoustic holography and it uses holography algorithms for calculation of acoustic quantities very near the surface of vibrating sound source. As input data for holography calculation is sound pressure or velocity measured with microphones assembled regularly in rectangular matrix.

Another possibility of measuring acoustic field is using intensity probe, as the name of probe suggests - sound intensity measurement. The intensity probe can be used only in limited frequency band and its dynamic range is also not very wide. Other disadvantage is also higher price of the whole probe.

In classical holography the procedure for obtaining acoustic quantity, for example sound intensity very near examined surface, is divided into three steps.

The first step is to measure sound pressure field with microphone array in short time slot and then calculate frequency spectrum of the input signal. In the spectrum, the highest peak is the resonant frequency of the examined surface or frequency of main excitation force. For this frequency, amplitude and phase of the time signal can be calculated. After this step, one hologram with true pressure values in one frequency is obtained.

In the second step, pressure values are recalculated to the closer distance from the surface. This can be done by many methods presented in the papers [1, 3, 5]. The general equation for spatial transformation of sound fields is (1) and more details can be found in [1, 2].

\[
p_x(x, y, z) = F_x^{-1}F_x^{-1}\left[F_x F_y [\rho(x, y, z) \mathcal{F}_z (k_x, k_y, z - z_0)]\right]
\]

(1)
There are many improvements for acoustic holography calculation presented in last ten years. The most of them try to obtain better reconstruction accuracy of calculated acoustic quantities very close to the vibrating surface. One used in this paper is modification with recursive Wiener filtering [4], based on forward transformation of backward calculated pressure image field. In this modification, resulting sound pressure field in wavenumber domain is adjusted depending on the total difference between source pressure image and image after forward and backward calculation. Basic recursive formulation is (2).

\[ P_{zx} = P_{zx-1} + S \cdot (P_{zh} - G_p \cdot P_{zx-1}) \]  

In eq. 2, \( P_z \) are pressure images in hologram \( zh \) and calculated \( zx \) position, \( G_p \) is forward propagator (so called Green function). Wiener filter is represented by variable \( S \). Recursive algorithm is denoted with -1 index on \( P_{zx} \), where this means previous calculation result of pressure image in examined position near vibrating surface.

The last step is only inverse 2D spatial (Fourier) transformation to obtain one-time (in one hologram) pressure field values in the examined distance from the source.

2.2 Beam vibrations

Beam vibrations depend on the type of boundary conditions (free, simple supported, guide supported, etc), which determine the natural modal frequency. Modal frequencies are also varying on the beam material constants and dimensions. For natural frequencies of the free-guide supported steel beam (rod) one can use equation (3).

\[ f_j = \frac{1}{2\pi} K \sqrt{\frac{EI}{m'l^4}} \]  

In the eq. 3, constant \( K \) represents the type of mounting of the beam or rod, \( E \) is Young’s module, \( I \) is diameter parameter, \( m \) is unity weight of the beam and \( l \) is the length of the beam (in this case half the dimension). Theoretical natural frequencies have been calculated and verified with classical setup with accelerometers and correction for this setup has been used (accelerometer mass correction).

2.3 Untraditional modal analysis

Main purpose of this paper is to present the method for non-contact modal analysis of guide supported steel beam. This beam is excited by the shaker to produce natural modes of the beam. Vibrations of the beam produce sound field near its surface. This field is measured with linear microphone array with 9 microphones in column. After acquiring one column position, linear array moves to the new position and acquire new pressure data. With 15 columns, the measurement process is finished and the data can be used for holography calculation. There are two disadvantages with this setup. One is condition of stable vibrations and position of the source and the second is necessity of using reference microphone for non-simultaneous sampling of column pressure data. The whole measurement setup is on the figure 1.

![Fig. 1: Measurement setup for modal analysis of guide supported steel beam with linear microphone array for acoustic holography method.](image-url)
Detailed view of the microphone array with smart microphones, steel beam and shaker is on the figure 2.

![Microphone array with steel beam and shaker](image)

**Fig. 2: Linear microphone array in the acoustic near field of vibrating steel beam excited by shaker.**

All pressure values measured with microphones have been loaded to the personal computer with data acquisition card NI-6024E and processed with LabView software package. The sampling frequency has been set to 8 kHz, which is enough for whole frequency range of acquired acoustic signals.

### 3 Results

Measurement has been done for few natural modes of the steel beam mounted on the shaker and excited on the supposed frequencies. Absolute values of acoustic pressure obtained in near-field and recalculated closely to the beam surface depend on strength of vibrating force generated by the shaker. For localization of nodes and antinodes there are necessary only relative values between peaks and valleys on sound pressure map.

The results from acoustic holography calculation were sound pressure and sound intensity fields near the beam surface. Parameters for acoustic holography calculation have been set experimentally from previous knowledge about amount of noise in the measurement and imperfections of the transducers (microphones).

On the figure 3, there is sound pressure field for the third natural mode of the beam, which is on frequency of 625 Hz. The representation is in dB, so there is no information about direction of the sound waves.

![Sound pressure field](image)

**Fig. 3: Sound pressure field very near (1 cm) from beam surface, vibrating on 625 Hz.**

There can be only found amplitude peaks of all antinodes (with positive or negative phase) together. From the modal theory of the steel beam, the number of antinodes has to be seven and also pressure field near the beam surface has seven peaks (one peak is not so significant, but it is still there – between the second and third).

On the other hand, on figure 4, there is sound intensity vector field also for third mode and arrows represent the amplitude and directions (phase) of the active intensity vectors. The active intensity is only real part of the sound intensity produced by the beam, and only this part transfer energy to the space.

![Sound intensity vector field](image)

**Fig. 4: Sound intensity vector field very near (1 cm) from beam surface, vibrating on 625 Hz.**
The third natural mode of the beam has three nodes and four antinodes and it is corresponding with intensity field acquired by acoustic holography calculation. For better representation, both, the shaker with mounted beam, and sound intensity vector field has been put together, as shown on figure 5.

Fig. 5: Sound intensity vector field above vibrating beam obtained by acoustic holography method, shaker frequency is 625 Hz.

The last figure is similar to previous one and it represents sound intensity vector field for the second natural mode of the beam, which is on frequency of 226 Hz. The number of nodes is four and it is also verified by measurement and acoustic holography calculations.

Fig. 6: Sound intensity vector field above vibrating beam obtained by acoustic holography method, shaker frequency is 226 Hz.

In the end of the presented results, it is necessary to more describe the theoretical background of used beam setup and mounting to the shaker. All considerations and theoretical calculation has been done for half the beam, because this measurement setup can be described as free-vibrating on the one side and free-guide-supported on the other side (in the center of the shaker).

The influence of two virtual beams connected in the center directly above the shaker is not taken in account.

4 Conclusion

Modal analysis of simple free-guide supported steel beam has been preformed by acoustic holography method with good results.

Localization of nodes and antinodes for two natural modes of the beam has been done. Thus, acoustic holography is good tool for rough analysis of vibrations of real structures and provides very fast preliminary information for decision of next more complex measurement, where more complicated methods can be used, the LDV for example.

The method with linear microphone array is suitable for visualization of sound fields produced by constant stable vibrations of non-moving objects. There can be obtained single sound pressure or intensity map time after time only, but no real-time visualization. For the on-line real-time visualization of sound fields, the matrix microphone array with optimised algorithms is needed. Development and speed optimization of these algorithms is in progress and will be tested in future.
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